HYBRID CLOUD with SprawlGuard

TM

OPTIMIZE WORKLOADS & CONTROL SPEND
THE RIGHT CLOUD FOR THE RIGHT JOB

Whether you're looking for public or private cloud, Online Tech has the
solution for you. Built with an all-flash array, our private and virtual private
clouds can deliver the performance you need without sacrificing security.
Combine any of our cloud hosting options with managed public cloud to
create the unique hybrid environment that perfectly fits your business.

MANAGED PUBLIC CLOUD

Overcome the challenges of public cloud management
such as configuring, deploying and managing complex
platforms, confusing billing and lack of specialized talent
with Online Tech’s managed public cloud with Microsoft
Azure. Simply choose where you want to run your
applications, and our experts handle the rest.

VIRTUAL PRIVATE CLOUD HOSTING

Adhere to compliance requirements without the cost of
extra hardware with virtual private cloud hosting. Add
storage, networking or compute resources as you need
them or reconfigure your existing resources how and
when you want to.

DEDICATED PRIVATE CLOUD HOSTING

Get complete data privacy and peace of mind with
hardware, networking and storage components dedicated
solely to your organization. Your sensitive information
is completely isolated from other parties and you have
complete visibility about how the data is handled.

SPRAWLGUARD™: SEIZE CONTROL OF YOUR SPENDING
Our managed public cloud services with SprawlGuard™
help you avoid the complexity and confusion of multiple
bills for your monthly spend. Get full transparency into
your cloud bill and get alerted when your spend
unexpectedly increases.

SEIZE
CONTROL
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ONE PANE OF GLASS: FULL MANAGEMENT OF YOUR SERVICES
If you have virtual or dedicated private cloud services, it’s easy
to integrate your existing or new Azure environment so you get a
complete view of your entire system in a single window. With our
single pane of glass, you can avoid cloud sprawl, better manage
your costs and be warned if your spending might exceed your
monthly budget.

ONE BILL: SEIZE CONTROL OF YOUR SPENDING

Our managed public cloud services help you avoid the complexity
and confusion of multiple bills for your monthly spend. Using
SprawlGuardTM and our seamless integration with Azure, we make it
easy to understand and control your IT costs with a single bill for all
your services, whether you use public or private cloud, colocation or
a combination of services.

ONE CALL: OUR EXPERTS ARE YOUR EXPERTS
Take advantage of our experts and consider them an extension of
your IT department. We’ll walk with you and your team through the
configuration and deployment processes, then manage your entire
environment for you 24/7. We proactively respond to any potential
problems to eliminate unwanted surprises, so you can rest easy
knowing your critical systems are safe. Have a question? We’re only
a call or an email away.
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